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CHRISTIE PITS CHillowvale Park), Toronto
site drawing by Mary Anne Miller, 2003
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TFN MEETINGS

at 2:30 pm

Sunday, November 7, 2004 - THE OAK RIDGES MORAINE AND THE NIAGARA ESCARPMENT

at Emmanuel College
75 Queen's Park Cres. East
VISITORS WELCOME!

an illustrated talk by Steve Varga, Inventory_
Biologist with the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources

- Included in this talk will be information about
the geology, flora and fauna as well as landscape
planning concepts for these two premier natural
features of Ontario.

Bring a friend!
Suitable for the whole family!

second door south of
Q-arles St. on Queen's
Park Cresent East.
Note: Door does not
have autaratic opener',
Elevator on inside to
the right.
Lecture roan is one
floor 1::elCMstreet
level.

+ a "Social Fbur" with free coffee and juice beginning
at 2 pm

Meeting Place

Bloor SI. West
subway ----?

ROM
- u5

>-
<1lco

Charles St. West
-?:
<1l f-.-.... subwaya,
CIl

I!MMANUEl'c
<lJ COLLEGE SI. Marys St.
<lJ::la

:\ entrance,
Queen's Pk. Cr. E.

NEXT MEETING: Sunday, December 5, 2004

at south end of
b.rilding,down
a fEM steps·,ofcan
outside stairWell
to reach
Electronic
Classrcx:m001.

NEXT NEWSLETTER: Winter Issue - covers December & January (mailed in
mid November)

These city pigeons!
Despised, but at least they are
some life besides us.

Haiku by Diana Banville
Crescent Town, Jan. 2, 2000
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TFN OUTINGS
REMEMBER: Children and visitors are welcome on all outings but please, NO PETS!
To get to outings on time, check TTC routes and schedules by calling 416-393-4636.
Check the weather by calling 416-661-0123 so you will know what to wear on outings
which go rain or shine.

'i'lednesday
Nov. 3
10: 30 am

Saturday
Nov. 6
11 am

November 7

ferry
S tickets

Thursday
Nov. 11
10 am

Saturday
Nov. 13
10 am

"lednesday
Nov. 17
10:30 am

Saturday
Nov. 20
10 am

SAM SMITH PARK - b~
Leader: Val Allen
Meet at the southwest corner of Lake Shore Blvd. West and
Kipling Ave. Bring lunch and binoculars.

GALLERY HOPPING - naturearts
Leader: Mary Cumming
Meet at the Bellair exit of the Bay/Bloor subway station
(southeast corner of Bellair St. and Cumberland St.)
Bring anythingyou wish to sl10Nthe group when we go to Lunch, We willbe
visitinga mmiberof art galleriesin the Yorkvillearea. Lunch will be in
a mall.

TFN l'1EETING

TORONTO ISLAND - naturewalk
Leader: George Bryant
Meet at the ferry docks at the foot of Bay St. Bring lunch
and binoculars.

LESLIE STREET SPIT - naturewalk
Leader: George Bryant
Meet at the foot of Leslie St. Bring lunch and binoculars.

ETIENNE BRULE PARK - birds
Leader: Carol Sellers
Meet at the Old Mill subway station. Bring lunch & binoculars.

EAST POINT PARK - naturewaL'<.
Leader: Chris Hope
Meet at the east end of the Guildwood Parkway at the foot of
Morningside Ave. Bring lunch and binoculars. t>

t> TFN events are conducted by unpaid volunteers.
[> The' club assumes no responsibility for injuries

sustained by anyone participating in our activities.
[> Children are welcome at all TFN events, but must be

accompanied by an adult.
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NOVEMBER OUTINGS (cont'd)

Sunday
Nov. 21
2 pm

Tuesday
Nov. 23
10 am

Saturday
Nov. 27
10 am

ROUGE VALLEY - ~logy
Leader: Nick Eyles
Beet at the Pearse House on the east side of Meadowvale Rd.
north of Sheppard Ave. East.
'Ihls is a joint outing with the North TorcntoGreenCamunity.

TAYLOR CREEK - nabrre wlik
Leader: George Bryant
Meet at the Warden subway station (southeast corner of Warden
Ave. and St. Clair Ave. East). Bring lunch& binoculars.

CENTRAL WATERFRONT - bDXS
Leader: Doug Paton
Meet at the foot of Bay
docks. (We w.i.Ll, not be
Bring Lunch & binoculars.

St. beside the entrance to the ferry
going to the Island.)

o

BLACK OAK
BRANCHLET
High Park
June 5, 2004
(field drawing by
D. Andrew White)



PRESIDENT'S REPORT
It's been more than 13 years since the last membership fee increase.
Inflation and extraordinary costs (insurance increase due to 9/11 and the
loss of a mail delivery subsidy from Canada Post) have pushed revenue and
costs on our financial statement out of alignment. A membership increase
is necessary. As we14some costs need to be reduced; for example, the
nature reserve outing this fall had less than a third of the attendees
necessary to break even on the school bus rental. This is not an isolated
case for nature reserve outings. We can't continue to subsidize these
to that extent. We might have f ewe r of these outings in the future.
Some good news -- the harmonized tree protection by-law has been passed
by Toronto City Council.

Robin Powell o

"European Hhite
Poplar" I two typical
leaf forms, drawn by
D. Andrew White
CD (from life)

and Diana Banville
0based on photo in Coombes
1992 "Eyewitness, Handbook
- Trees"

Underside of leaves is
hairy wh i,te.
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WE NEED A FEE INCREASE

Our average revenue per membership is $25 and our cost of operation per
membership is now $39.00 so we have to increase our membership fees.
There is no alternative: not being a government we cannot deficit finance
by spending the future of our children, and not being industry we cannot
cut expenses by cutting staff -- we have no staff; we are run entirely by
volunteers.
The expenses of TFN have to be covered by the members who receive all the
benefits of the club, provided by the numerous members who volunteer their
time and expertise.
Our last fee increase was in 1991 so an increase is long overdue. Inflation
will continue to increase year by year.
We do not want to increase fees every few years. The increase will have
to be a large one so that fees will not have to be increased for at least
five years.

(more next month) Aarne Juhola
Secretary/Treasurer o

"LEAF OF CHESTNUT OAK", 2003
drawn by D. Andrew Nhite
in U.S.A., but it also
occurs in Ontario
though not in Toronto.
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EDITORIAL REPORT

Our equipment is basic: two typewriters, scissors and glue. Our method
and timetable gets the newsletter out on time. Since 1976 when we
organized our present system, we have had 100% cooperation from our
printers, mailers and those members who organize our events. Thank you all!
(Late and lost newsletters must be blamed on the post office.)
This past s~~er when Patricia Brind died we lost our best typist ever.
As well, members of the committee have been known to get sick or go on
holidays, so we are always pleased to find others to help us. Special
thanks in September to Muriel Miville who helped with the typing and
Alexander Cappell who helped with checking.
If you can type and are interested in helping with the newsletter, do call
or drop in to the TFN office some Friday morning. Editorial meetings are
held on a Tuesday morning, eight times a year, but most of the typing is
done when it is convenient.

The Editorial Committee

IT'S YOUR NEWSLETTER
Requested: Essays (no longer than 500 words), reviews (no longer than 300 words),
poems, cartoons, sketches and newspaper clippings.

SUbjects: plants, animals and natural areas in the Toronto region, especially reports
of personal experiences with wildlife, including locations, dates, and any sources
consulted.

Please include your name, address and telephone number so submissions can be
acknowledged. With newspaper clippings, include source and date of each clipping.

Time dated material such as notices of meetings should be submitted at least six
weeks before the month in which the event is to take place.

Send material to: Toronto Field Naturalists
2 Carlton St., #1519
Toronto, Ont. M5B 113

Editor: Helen Juhola
Poetry, Art and Nature Observations: Diana Banville
Assistants: Eva Davis, Karin Fawthrop, Nancy Fredenburg,

Toshi Oikawa, Marilynn Murphy, Robin Powell
Printer: DM Printing
Mailer: Perkins Mailing Services

a
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OUTING REPORT

The following report is just one from TFN's more than 100 outings
12~ryear.
September 11, 2004 - The TFN often visits G. Ross Lord Park (south of
Steeles) and r1arita Payne Park (north of the southern arm of Glen
Shields Ave.) but rarely visits the Don and its tributaries in the area
between Steeles and Glen Shields, so that's where we went.
Along the West Don, we walked under the railroad tracks, under Dufferin
Street and crossed the Don over one of the pedestrian bridges.
In Glen Shields Park, following a small tributary, we passed through
tunnels under Glen Shields Ave. and under Southern Hills Rd.
We saw, in flower, goldenrod and aster species, jewelweed, wild cucumber;
in fruit,_ grape, wild cucumber, buckthorn, elderberry (black), Virginia
creeper, jewelweed, thistle species, dogwood.
Cicadas were buzzing overhead.
On Steeles andon Dufferin, there are big federal government signs in
English and French warning you not to remove wood from the parks because
of the Asian Long-horned Beetle problem.
The walk ended at the historical plaque about Fisherville and the former
little cemetery, both on the north side of Steeles, just west of the
'''lestDon.
Afterwards, a few of us went to the Tim Horton's on the north side of
Steeles a bit west of Dufferin, then inspectp.d the magnificent new
Loblaws Superstore on the southeast corner; The store also serves food
and drink you can consume in the second floor mezzanine lounge, through
whose picture windows you get a panoramic view of the University of
Toronto Press and the Atmospheric Environment Service.

Alexander Cappell o

Roger Powley

Dandelions

If-dandelions didn't grow so well
We'd call them flowers and think they're swell
Flowers that have lots of seeds
People curse and call them weeds
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KEEPING IN TOUCH
Sept. 24, 2004
I have just clipped Eva Davis's witty and informative description~f her
sightings of wildlife entitled "Serendiplities"to pass along to my niece
who works for a garden centre. My niece will also be interested in
D. Andrew ItVhite 1 s black walnut illustratior..as she has a patch of them
this year and hopes to sell them.
Over the years I have often clipped Eva Davis's descriptions of
encounters w i t.hwildlife and suggest she and othezs who have wr i tt.enfor
TFN put together a book, ilJ.ustrated probably by Mr. White, for sale
by TFN.
We get some terribly dry natural history information; it would be a
refreshing change to have such a book (or booklet available).

Jean r'1cGill

"LEAF OF BLACK MAPLE"
drawn by D. Andrew White
Coates Paradise, Bz~,
cot, 2002

/

Tree js also fairly
common in urban
Toronto.

o
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PROJECTS
HELP PROTECT THICKSON'S WOODS
One way to help protect Thickson's Woods and meadowlands is to give a
donation (charitable receipt issu~d)~: Send your donation to
Thickson's Woods Land Trust, Box 541, Whitby, Onto LIN 5V3.
For more information about this worthwhile project call 905-725-2116.

SAVE YOUR POSTAGE STAMPS
Toronto's First Pdst Office Museum would like cancelled postage stamps.
(A renewed relationship with the philatelic community has made it possible
to turn used stamps into much-needed revenue for the museum.) Don't let
your used stamps end up in blue boxes by the curbside. P~ease spread
the word to any non-collectors you know who still receive written
correspondence. Toronto's First Post Office is located at 260 Adelaide
St. East or call them at 416-865-1833.

NOVEMBER WILDFLOWERS
In and around the year 1965, local naturalists had private
collections of November plants. The newsletter published a
list of some 122 species without specifying which may have
been in bloom. Our TFN records show about 60 wildflowers
blooming on various November dates. Probably others were less
noticeable. Those looked for would likely be witchhazel (among
the tree-and-shrub lovers) and the asters and goldenrods with
exceptionally long flowering seasons (notably heart-leaved,
New England, heath, calico and panicled asters as well as
giant, orlate) and Canada goldenrod~. About sixteen other
composites are still popping up in November. Please report
any you see - marking those in bloom with the star symbol.
(BY the way, .dandelion has been reported more often in
November than in September - probably because it's more
noticeable. )

[> Pleasesend your observationsto the TEN office.
Diana Banville t>

Drooping mountain-ash in
berries rise like jewels

the rain;
in the sun again.

Couplet by Sheila P. Ryan
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PROJECT FEEDER NEEDS YOU!
Help scientists monitor trends in bird population, distribution,
abundance, and the spread of disease that can't be detected by other
available methods. FeederWatch is a survey of the highest number of bird
species found at your feeder from November through April.
For more information visit the FeederWatch \'lebsite (www.bsc-eoc.org/
nationa1/pfw.html) ,'or Contact Bird Studies Canada at 519-586-3531.

ICEWATCH
~ Becoming an Icelolatcheris easy. Simply choose a body of water to monitor
~ and record the freeze and thaw dates. For more information visit

\~.naturecanada.ca/icewatch or contact Nature Canada at 1-800-267-4088.
o

C(iv-ct~ t-~~.~

J-4-- ~~~
fee.ot6.

A page from the sketchbook of Joanne Doucette
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An Austrian pine toweLs from the roof-top garden of an apartment, block at Eglinton Ave. West
and Glen Cedar,
Site drawing by Mary CllIIIlling, July 6, 2003
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FOR READING
GEOLOGY AND LANDFORMS OF GREY & BRUCE COUNTIES
The Bruce-Grey Geology Committee, The Owen Sound Field Naturalistsj
2004 - $25 [availableat TFN office,Fridaynominqs fran 9 am to 12 noon]
A guide to the Geology and Landforms of Grey and Bruce Counties is an
excellent resource - a thorough and thoroughly accessible book. As
someone who has worked in science interpretation for many years, and
frequently in the challenging area of geology interpretation, I was
anxious to see what the book's writing team of professional geologists
and geology educators would come up with. Having now taken a look at
it, I can't think of a single way that it could be improved.
The language is as simple and straightforward as possible in a book
dealing with geology, which necessarily requires some scientific
terminology. What's great about the book is the way the authors have
mixed general information about types of landforms and geological
phenomena with specific examples of those landforms and phenomena in
Grey and Bruce. The book starts with a basic introduction to bedrock
geology, with the focus on the Ordovician and Silurian Periods of earth
history - the periods during which the Niagara Escarpment was forming.
There follow sections on glaciation, lake features, karst landforms,
crevice caves and mass wasting, wind-formed (Aeolian) features,
conservation geology, and a small section on recent research on underwater
features.
The work of the skilled team of editors, book planners and printers that
make up the Bruce Grey Pl~t Committee is also evident in this publication.
The illustrations, maps and photos are superb. The pages are sewn
rather than glued, so this book will not fall apart!
Two of the best things about this guide are the appand ic es. Appendix 1
lists sites for viewing geological and landform features in a chart that
combines the feature,the location in Grey-Bruce and a description of it.
Appendix 2 lists Earth Science Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest
(ANSIs) in the two counties, also a chart that includes the ANSI name,
significant features and the township in which it is located. They used
the former township names which are more specific than the new
amalgamated municipal names. This is a book to keep in your car, and to
refer to when you're about to head out on the Bruce Trail or anywhere
else in Grey & Bruce.
This book comes with three pocket maps as well: one of the physiography
of Grey & Bruce, one of ANSI locations, and one of the bedrock geology.
The book comprises 192 pages, with 150 illustrations, two-thirds of them
in colour.
fran a reviewtry LorraineBrown in Hart's -Tongue Herald,Vol.17, #2, Fall 2004
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FOR READING (cont'd)

MUSHROOM FIELD GUIDES

With regard to mushrooms, one can never have too many guides. Dr. Alexander H.
Smith has said that at least one-third of North American fungi are as yet undescribed, and
according to George Barron "Fungi big enough to see with the eye are called Macrofungi
and there are many thousands of these in Canada, including many that are imperfectly
known or have not yet been described.f'With numbers like these, the more books, the
better!

I understand the following are highly recommended: the AUDUBON GUIDE; MUSH-
ROOMS DEMYSTIFIED (Gary H. Lincoff); MUSHROOMS OF NORTH EASTERN
NORTH AMERICA (Alan E. Bessette, Arleen R. Bessette, David W. Fischer). I manage,
ifthat is the word for my blunderings, with three books.

MUSHROOMS OF NORTH AMERlCA by Orson K. Miller, Jr., published by E.P.
Dutton, New York. This, on the recommendation of Mycological Society of Toronto
members, was my bible for years, and I regret that it is now out of print, but could
probably be got from any reputable library. Miller gives full descriptions of 422 species,
complete with colour photographs.

MUSHROOMS OF NORTH AMERICA by Roger Phillips, published by Little, Brown
& Company, 1991. Phillips has over 1,000 colour photographs, split between the Basidio-
mytes and the Ascomycetes, and if you are determined to name which of the 600
Cortinarius species it is you may have found, this is the book for you. Large - 8" x 11'''-
but when I take a holiday, this is one of the first things to go in the bottom of my luggage.

MUSHROOMS OF ONTARIO AND EASTERN CANADA by George Barron,
published by Lone Pine Publishing, 1999. Barron describes 600 species, with
photographs. They are divided into the non-gill fungi: Slime Moulds, Pufiballs, Sac,
Jelly, Coral, Tooth and Bracket fungi, plus the Sponge mushrooms (the Boletes). He
divides the gill fungi into those with pink, dark, brown, and light spore prints. What I
particularly like about the Barron is the space given to the misnamed Slime moulds
(which are often very beautiful as well as being possibly the most intriguing of all
creatures). At 5~· x 8~",this book is definitely pocketbook size and not to be left behind.

All three authors give common names where possible, but Barron, in his Introduction,
points out that common names can change from place to place and book to book, and "for
better or for worse, the scientific binomial is the name of choice". This, I know,
discourages a lot of would-be enthusiasts, especially since, mycology being a fairly
young science, the scientific names themselves frequently change. However, there is no
-escaping the fact that, with such a massive discipline, when I have whatl.think is The
Gypsy (Barron) - or Chicken of the Woods (Miller) - or any other common name in any
other guide: and you think what I have is The Big Laughing Mushroom (Barron) - or
any other common name etc.j we had better refer to the Latin {Rozites caperata and
Gyrnnopilus spectabilis respectively}. For apart from getting it right, the first- if you are

e-
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MUSHROOM FIELD GUIDES (cont'd)

going to eat it - is listed, under whatever name, as "Edible - choice", and the second,
according to Barron, is poisonous.

Societies and committees both here and in Europe are attempting to simplify things with
the introduction of common names acceptable to the majority of scholars, but until that
blessed time comes, we had best stick, as Barron, says to the binomial.

None of this should put anyone off, for the reward is a wild world of fantastic shapes in a
rainbow of colours, and an endless challenge. No-one can ever sit back and say of
mycology: "Well, I've mastered that !".

Eva Davis o

DOG STINKHORN

I came across this large patch of specimens last summer in a Sheridan
College woodlot. At first I thought I had discovered puffballs, but on
picking one I found the soft, whitish surface giving way to a jellied
core. Stinkhorns-- and indeed when I returned a few days later, most of
the "eggs" had produced the slender, 4" stalks with the greenish mass at
the tip which is the spore-bearing goo so attractive to flies, by which
the spores are disseminated. Dog stinkhorn is not particularly unpleasant
smelling (unlike some of its relatives).

Eva Davis
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WHY DID THE CHICKEN CROSS THE ROAD?

The taped message on the telephone said: "I so much admire your organizational ability
and creativeness in solving problems, and I need to know what to do about this chicken in
my back yard." A chicken? in the centre of the city?

A return call confirmed that indeed there was a chicken in her back yard, that it was
demolishing her garden, and that her dog and cat, in trying to urge it elsewhere, had
decided to back off and leave the chicken to its own devices. The owner of the back yard
was afraid to tackle catching the chicken because she had no idea what to do with it when
it was caught.

The suggestion was made that a call be put to the Humane Society. They did not answer
the telephone after several tries. Nor were any of the other agencies called willing to take
on the chicken.

Another idea was put forward that the chicken might be someone's pet, and that the
neighbourhood should be notified in the hope that the owner could be found. No owner
was found, but several Italian and Portuguese neighbours offered to take the chicken -
offers that implied that the chicken was destined for the table. These offers were
gratefully declined.

One neighbour pointed out that a veterinarian's office was not far away, and thatshe might
be able to advise. The vet was quite interested and asked that the chicken be brought to
her. The troops assembled and a plan of attack discussed. The chicken could not go far or :f~
b~cause it lacked tail feathers, and was teetering on a fence, periodically descending to

feed on some cereal tossed over the fence by a sympathetic neighbour.

As the attack force approached, the chicken spoke with a weak and discouraged voice:
"Cock-a-doodle-doo- 00- 00." Despite his warning and some aggressive behaviour, he
was taken prisoner and hustled off to the vet where he presently resides.

The owner has still not come forward. Does anyone know of someone missing a rooster?

Jane Beecroft o

Those ambitious leaves
windblown like monarchs flying
home to Mexico.

haiku by Aarne Juhola, Oct, 5, 2003
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LOON STORY
The major hail and wind storm which hit Perth/Huron Counties Sunday
April 18/04 around 8:30 a.m. wreaked havoc not only with trees, power
lines and some buildings, it proved disastrous for many migrating birds
in particular. Elaine and Roger Cook's neighbourswere driving by and
notice~ a loon in a small puddle at the end of the Cook's laneway, so
they alerted them, and Elaine and Roger came to the rescue. Because a
loon's feet are placed so far back on their heavy bodies, they cannot walk
any distance on land. They took a heavy coat and put it over the loon's
head, hoping to calm it and make an easy transfer to their pond. At one
point the loon grasped Roger's upper arm with its sharp 6 inch long lethal
beak. They placed it carefully into their pond where the loon thankfully
dove and swam. Then Roger and Elaine began to think that perhaps the
loon's mate might have been downed in the storm as well, so Roger drove
out their lane and along the sideroad. Sure enough, they found another
loon, which they carefully picked up and also took to their pond. It
was delightful to see the loons touching beaks and cavorting around the
pond. There was some concern that the pond wouldn't be quite large
enough for take off, but after 5 days of rest and swimming and feeding,
the loons left. Elaine was able to see and hear one of them as it went
running along the top of the water and under the power lines, just
clearing the trees. Quite a few people were able to enjoy watching the
loons at a closer than normal viewpoint. What amazing, beautiful birds!
extractedfran an articleby JoanDaynard,in the SI'RATFDRDFIELD NA'IURALISTSNEl.vsLElTER,
~~ 0
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VALOUR BEFORE BRAINS. - -'- -~ - - ~.

I have always understood from birders that mourning doves are not the Einsteins of the
avian world. Nevertheless, the following remains a puzzlement. I was walking across a
large grass verge, some 10+ feet wide between the roar of traffic and the walled backyards
of houses. A worn path had been imprinted in the grass by kids on bicycles, 'short-
cutters', and dog owners. Indeed, one lady had been walking her animal in my direction
but had then - fortunately - stopped short and turned back. Fortunately, because just off
the beaten path and within three feet of me was this mourning dove. My first thought
was, "Curse it - a wounded bird and on a Sunday ... Where do I go?", my second was,
"Good Heavens - she's brooding". The bird didn't appear wounded, much less
distressed by my closeness, but she did keep an eye cocked on my movements. And she
wasn't about to budge. I walked on.

Most mourning doves are positively skittish when approached. However, I remember a
similar "sit-in". It was years ago, on the sidewalk bordering an apartment block on
Victoria Park Avenue, just before the Danforth intersection. Either the city planners or
the apartment owners had planted a row of small conifers between building and sidewalk.
Dropping something, I bent to retrieve it and glanced under one of the trees whose lowest
branches almost brushed the ground. Totally hidden from the eye-level view of passers-
by were two mourning doves, nestled side by side, as cosy a domestic scene as you could
want. They stared back at me, literally unruffled. If they could acquire immunity to the
screech of city traffic a few feet away and the endless traipse of human feet, they could
ignore anything short of a small boy foraging in the undergrowth for his lost ball. Was
this mourning dove another such intrepid soul? - even more so, considering her view was
wide open. Or might she really have been brooding, unlikely as it seems?

Have other members similar encounters? I would love to know. Plus some possible
explanation'.'

Eva Davis o

THE BLUE JAY'
in m Lgrat i ori

is also counted on the
High Park Hawkwatch
in the fall. Over 3500

'/ can be counted in a day,~.'~)1·1 according to the Toronto
~ _.~;1j~'~ 0~.:r,nithological Clubts
/-~~ newsletter.



IN THE NEWS
POLLUTION TRIGGERS A WILD, WILD WORLD
Hyperactive fish, stupid frogs, fearless mice and seagulls that fall over.
It sounds like a weird animal circus, but this is no freak show. An Imad s
around the world are increasingly behaving in bizarre ways, and the cause
is environmental pollution.
The chemicals to blame are known as endocrine disruptors, and range from
heavy metals such as lead to polych10rinated biphenyls (PCBs) and additives
such as bisphenol A. For decades, biologists have known that these
chemicals can alter the behaviour of wild animals. And in recent years
it has become clear that pollutants can cause gender-bendIDng effects by
altering animals' physiology, particularly their sexual organs. But
now two major reviews have revealed that the chemicals are having a much
greater impact on animals' behaviour than anyone suspected.1 Low
concentrations of these pollutants are changing both the social and mating
behaviours of a raft of species.
fran an articleby Andy Coghlanin NTh'SCIENI'IST,Sept. 4-10, 2004

MAJOR PROJECTS HALTED
When opponents living close to a landfill near Napanee, Ont.,wona court
case against a company that wanted to expand the landfill last summer,
their victory also stalled ma10r highway, transit, and landfill projects
allover the province.
The precedent-setting case effectively struck down a poorly worded 1997
amendment to the Environmental Assessment Act when the judge ruled a
"focused" environmental assessment trampled on the landfill oponents'
rights because the waste management company didn't study the need or
alternatives to landfill, focusing only on effects of its expansion.
The case is being appealed but "focused/I!environmental assessments ground
to a halt. Studies that can take up to three years to cornp'l-et e went back
to the drawing board, including:
• Highway 407 East completion
• Highway 427 extension (from Hwy 7 to Hwy 11)
• Mid-peninsula Highway from Burlington to the N~agara River
~ Windsor Gateway Action Plan for a new crossing over the Detroit Ryver
• York Region's Highway 7 Corridor Transitway
• Markham North/South Rapid Transit Link
• Yonge St. Transitway
• And 13 landfill or waste incineration

Moosonee, Sault Ste Marie and Ottawa.
projects in London, Niagara Falls,

fran an articlein NCW, July 27, 2004
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IN THE NEWS (cont'd)

RISING LEVELS OF CONTAMINANTS IN GULL EGGS RAISING ALARM

Herring gull eggs collected from nests along the Great Lakes contain rising
levels of a new contaminant that could be as dangerous as the PCBs banned
in the 1970s.

Concentrations of the chemical known as brominated diphenyl ethers have
been in a steep ascent, doubling approximately every three years since the
early 1980s. The chemicals are used mainly as flame retardants in the
polyurethane foam in upholstered furniture. Their use is largely unregu-
lated in North America.

The structure of brominated compounds closely resembles that of PCBs,
prompting scientists to suspect that the two have similar biological
effects. Birds contaminated with high levels of compounds such as PCBs
produce offspring with severe birth defects, including extra limbs, mal-
formed eyes and deformed beaks. Research on children suggests PCBs
diminish intelligence.

Brominated chemicals, known by the scientific sho~ of BDE, were dis-
covered in samples from Environment Canada's annual collection of herring
gull eggs from nests along the Great Lakes, the world's longest-running
research project to track contaminants in wildlife annually. Collection
of herring gull eggs began in 1974 and since then has been done each spring
at 15 sites along the Canadian and U.S. parts of the lakes. Environment
Canada checks the eggs for 70 chemical compounds at a cost up to $1,000 an
egg to find out what is in them that shouldn't be.

extractedfran an articleby Martin Mittelstae::It,in the Globe & Mail,May 7, 2004

THE LONG AND SLIMY ROAD TO LAMPREY REDUCTION

Control officers with Fisheries and Oceans Canada have been sorting
through as many as 150 lamprey a day that cram the traps in the Humber
River near the Old Mill. During the lamprey heyday in the late 1940s and
early 1950s there were an estimated 5 million infesting the Great Lakes,
causing a collapse of the historic whitefish and trout fisheries.

Stop the lamprey larva and you've prevented its maturation into a 45-
centimetre critter that consumes about 18 kilograms of fish in its life-
time and can suck enough blood to kill a large lake trout or salmon
within two weeks. The key to the program is lampricide, a pesticide tar-
geted at lamprey larvae, and its application in rivers at two- and three-
year intervals. The lamprey popUlation is down 90 per cent from its peak.
Lake Ontario is now home to about 30,000 lamprey instead of 400,000.

The next stage of the control program is expected to shift from pesticide
into biological controls - putting lamprey hormones into the water to
change migration paths and use their mating behaviour to lure them into
traps.
fran an articleby John Deverellin the 'TCRCNIO SI'AR, M3.y24, 2004
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RESEARCHERS UNCOVER fu~CIENT MARINE FOSSILS IN NEWFOUNDLAND
Canadian fossil hunters have made a rare find of exquisitely preserved
marine animals in Newfoundland, remnants of the first complex organisms
to evolve on Earth and unlike anything alive today.
The animals would have lived deep on the ocean floor, out of reach of the
sun's rays, about 575 million years ago.
Although the fossils look like plants, there is evidence they were animals
that fed on suspended material in the ocean, in the way that coral does
today.
They are preserved so well because they were caught in an underwater
current of fine mud that may have been generated by an earthquake or a
giant storm.
The find is not as rich as the famous Burgess Shale in the Rockies, but it
is similar in that it represents a time in Earth's history when life was
changing rapidly.
The marine-life fossils in the Burgess Shale are about 52D million years
old, from shortly after what is known as the Cambrian Explosion.
The Newfoundland fossils are from a mysterious period considered the "fuse"
of the Cambrian explosion, in which the ancestors of mollusks, sponges and
other marine life began to evolve.
fran an articleby Anne I'tIlroyin the GLDBE& MAIT.,July 16, 2004

SHARPER !lENDS WITH BUSTLING FEET
Just going out regularly for an easy walk appears to help elderly
people ward off a decline in their mental abilities, two new
studies have found.
One of the studies, which tracked the health and exercise habits of
more than 18,000 women over a period of about 12 years, found that those
who walked regularly had the mental acuity usually associated with
people several years younger.
\Vomen who reported walking at least six hours a week had a 20 percent
lower risk of mental impairment than inactive women.
fran'mE NEWYOOKTJMES,Sept. 28, 2004 t>

To produce extraordinary photographs of the natural world there is
no need of exotic locations or elusive subjects. What are needed
are perhaps the most elusive qualities of all: the eye of an
artist and the passion to seek the heart of the moment.
fromWILDLIFE POO1'CX;RAItIER OF TI-IE YEAR KID'FDLIO by SirronKing, 2003,

a HOC WTI.J)LIFE publication
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IN THE NEWS (cont'd)

~ ARE ALL THE MONARCHS?

The monarch butterfly, one of the largest butterflies in Canada, has been
a summer attraction in southern Ontario for years. But this summer, seeing
one in your backyard is a rarity.
Some experts say the below average temperatures in Ontario, deforestation
and winter storms in Mexico, and herbicide use in the United States are to
blame.
One Canadian expert says it's the lowest number he's seen in 18 years.
Butterfly counts have been low allover Ontario this summer [which] was the
coolest since 1992, with Toronto receiving 125 fewer hours of sunshine than
average.
Severe winter storms in Mexico may also have led to the decline in Ontario
sightings this year. In January, two storms hit a butterfly area about
240 kilometres west of Mexico City with severe rain and freezing temperatures.
Millions of the insects were killed.
In January, 2002, severe storms in Mexico wiped out 80 per cent of its
monarch population.
It's very likely Ontario will continue to see fewer monarchs. In the past
three years, the numbers migrating to Canada and the United States have
generally decreased.
fran an articleby l1illiamLin in the 'KRa.v.ro SI'AR,Sept. 2, 2004

FDLLUI'ERSCAN BE SUED, SUPREf1E COURT SAYS

The Supreme Court of Canada has opened the door for governments to sue
polluters who damage trees, wildlife and water that lack commercial value.
In a rUling that delighted environmentalists, the court said governments
may act as trustees of the public good, seeking compensation for damage
from negligence ranging from oil spills and poisoned air to forest fires.
The virtues of an unspoiled environment are inarguable, the court said,
and there is no reason members of the public cannot have recourse to the
courts through their governments when corporations negligently damage it.
fran an articleby Kirk r.Ekin in 'IREGWBE & ~1AIL, June 12, 2004

HUMHINGBIRDS
The ruby-throated hummingbirds are migrating south. The tiny birds weigh
about one-tenth of an ounce -- about as light as a dime, light enough to
get stuck in spider webs, so light that as many as ten could be put in an
~nvelope and mailed.
fran "SocialSttrlies"by MichaelKestertonin the GWBE & MAlL, Sept.16, 2004 o
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SURE-FOOTED BIRDING

Needing more grip than I was getting from my hiking boots, I did some
research. I bought a pair of Yaktrax, which are from the U. S. You
hook them to the toe of your boot, stretch them under the sole and hook
them around the heel. Small metal coils form a crisscrossing pattern
under your boot, providing better traction on packed snow or ice. They're
compact enough to keep in your coat pocket in case you need them.
I also bought a pair
Markdale. They look
studs on the bottom.

of leER'S, made in New Brunswick, at Oleyland in
like thin rubber sandals with replaceable metal
ICER'S strap to the bottom of your boots and are

favoured by Canada Post. They essentially turn your f oo t.wea r into hob-
nailed boots. Wearing them, I feel as sure-footed as a mountain goat.
£ran an articleby LionelGould in the HAm" S ~ HERALD (()...e") Sound),Vol. 17,

Spring 2004

[> CarnEnt:

No.1,

Pinky Franklin of TFN particularly recommends Yaktrax which she
says can be purchased here in Toronto at a number of locations
such as Sporting Life, Mt. Equipment Co-op, or Hedonics.

o

Greater celandine
among fruiting
garlic mustard
High Park, June 5,2CX>4

(Field sketch by
Diana Banville)
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THE WEATHER (THIS TIME LAST YEAR)

November 2003, Toronto
November was another fairly mild late fall month this year, with a few
short wintry spells but no significant snowfalls in Toronto. It was also
very wet and somewhat stormy, with active frontal systems passing
through.
Notable events:

• Up-and-down temperatures, ranging from the high teens on November
1 to as low as -6.3°C at Pearson on November 8 with an Arctic
outbreak, and occasionally back up into the teens again right
to the end of the month.

~ A stormy frontal passage on November 12-13. An active thunderstorm
on the eveningof November 12, followed by high winds into the next
day, with gusts as high as 96 km/h at Toronto Island. There were
severe whiteout conditions with lake effect snowsqualls north of
the city on November 13, but nary a flurry downtown.

• moderate to heavy rains on November 2-4 and November 27-28.

The month averaged 1°-2°C above normal, mild but well below the values
for 1999 and 2001. It was the wettest November since 1985 with
precipitation totals of 125.3 rom downtown and 141.2 mm at Pearson Airport.
These are not far from double the average. On the other hand, my
impression was of reasonable sunshine, considering the time of year and
the storminess of the month.
at time of writing, but there
this month - notably November

No actual sunshine records were available
were a couple of distinct clear spells
7-10 and November 20-21.

Gavin Miller o

THE TRUE COST OF BOTTLED WATER
The ContaillnerR~cydling Institute estimates that 90 percent of
plastic bottles are discarded as waste, and they either release
toxic chemicals if incinerated or leach phthalate (a carcinogenic
hormone-disruptor) during the biodegrading process. Pur+ he-rmo re ,
millions of barrels of oil are used annually to create plastic
bottles, which then are transported to bottling plants and to stores
around the globe and, ultimately, to garbage dumps or recycling
plants.
fran "Bottledversus Tap" by Kevin Black in NA'IURENCR'lliWEST ('IhurrlerBay),
Vol. 58,No.3, August 2004
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COMING EVENTS
'Ibronto Entomologists' Association

• Sat. Nov. 27 at 1 pm in Room 113 or Northrop Frye Hall, 73 Queens Park
Cres. East - Mormon Crickets: When Good Katydids go Bad, a talk by
Darryl Gwynne from the University of Toronto in Mississauga.
Call 905-727-6993 for more details.

Royal Canadian Institute - Sunday afternoon lectures on science at 3 pm
in the Medical Sciences Building, 1 King's College Circle - free
• Nov. 7 - The Mathematics of Glider Racing
• Nov. 14 - The Promiseof Regenerative Medicine: Fantasy or Reality
• Nov. 21 - The Green Revolution to the Gene Revolution, Solving

Mankind's Problems
• Nov. 28 - Especially for kids ages 7-12 accompanied by an adult
Call 416-977-2983 for more details.

Rouge Valley Conservation Centre
• Nov. 14 at 1:30 pm - guided theme hike
• Nov. 25 at 7:30 pm - Nature Notes presentation
Events begin at the Pearse House, 1749 Meadowvale Rd.
Call 416-282-8265 for more information.

Ian Wheal heritage walks
• Sat. Nov. 6 at 1:30 pm - Ear1scourt Sand Hills. Meet at the corner

of Landsdowne Ave. and St. Clair Ave. West.
• Sat. Nov. 13 at 1:30 pm - Gravel Bar Prairie. Meet at the south side

of Dundas St. West at Scarlett Rd.
• Sat. Nov. 20 at 1: 30 pm - Lower Taddle Creek. Meet at the southwest

corner of Front St. East and Parliament St.
Call 416-570-6415 for more details. 0

"r·1AIDF.:N HAIR FERN"
Seebold Park, 2003
species native to Toronto
drawn by D. Andrew vJhite
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